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powered meetings 
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LifeCycle Adventures is born – 
with a lot of help from our friends 

 
 

LifeCycle Adventures was born in a 
coffee shop but it matured thanks to 
abundant and honest feedback from 
friends and family 

On an unseasonably sunny morning in 
March this year, two bald men sat at a table 
among the other unemployed IT 
professionals getting their fixes at the 
Coffee Roastery in 
the Marina district of 
San Francisco. One 
of the men had a 
double espresso and 
the other had a 
medium, non-fat 
cappuccino with a 
dusting of cinnamon. 
They also had an 
acorn of an idea that 
they were bouncing 
between them, and 
the idea seemed to grow and become more 
possible with each ricochet. Their plan was 
to create a health and cycle tours business.  
Six weeks later, they published a Business 
Plan for the company. 

That was how Tony Blakey & Dan Moore 
launched their new venture. They then asked 
a sample of their family and friends for 
ideas & feedback. They got over 200 
comments on subjects ranging from tax 
efficiency and corporate structures to 
personal objectives and corporate ethics. 
Thank you! 

The feedback was, with few exceptions, 
consistent and complementary. The most 
common comments about the products were 

“focus on cycling first and fitness second” 
and “weekend breaks will be easier to sell 
and easier to start than longer tours.” In 
terms of the approach, the feedback was to 
“think of yourselves as street fighters rather 
than corporate executives” and “get to 
breakeven on much less investment.” 

So, did we listen?  Absolutely! The initial 
products are short-break cycling tours of the 

Californian Wine 
Country.  Having 
tours in our backyard 
will allow us to grow 
the business with less 
investment as well as 
easing many of the 
logistical challenges 
that we would have 
faced in operating 
international tours. 
Having recently 
toured Costa Rica, 

Cuba, Italy & Morocco, we can say with 
confidence that some of the best cycling in 
the world is within two hours drive of 
downtown San Francisco. 

We have also taken the decision to create 
the company as a cooperative. We believe 
that this structure will be attractive to our 
pedal-powered customers as well as 
allowing us to attract and retain the talent 
we will need to grow the business. 

LifeCycle Adventures is a San Francisco based 
cooperative that encourages and 
facilitates all levels of cyclist to 
participate in bicycle 
adventures. 
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Minimize the investment needed to reach 
break-even 

Be realistic (more pessimistic) about 
growth and profitability 

Think more as street fighters rather than as 
corporate executives 

Plug the gap in experience in tourism & 
consumer marketing 

The size of the market is not clear so enter 
cautiously and with checkpoints 

Fitness is a nice angle but do not make it 
core to the business 

Start out with weekend tours and short 
breaks 

In start-up, focus on one or two products in 
a single location 

California is one of the best cycling 
locations in the world 

There are many small competitors so be 
sure to have an interesting angle 

The headline price is too high – many will 
not value luxury on this type of trip 
Create a community from Day 1 

Aggregate demand using sales partners 
and corporate channels 

Treat people fairly, especially in developing 
nations 

Is there a risk of ruining your favorite 
hobby? 

Plan for accidents and other problems 

Get insurance – lots of it! 

BUSINESS PLAN FEEDBACK & 
CONCLUSIONS 
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World class cycling two hours 
from downtown San Francisco  
 
This July, LifeCycle Adventures will launch their first tours. Riders will be 
guided away from the overcrowded southern Napa Valley and introduced to 
a hidden Californian Wine Country unspoiled by tourism 

Back in the Coffee Roastery, we made a list 
of all the things that an ideal cycling trip 
should have. We quickly listed: stunning 
scenery, mountain backdrops, lush forests, 
dry & warm weather, accommodation with 
character, tasty food and, of course, great 
cycling on quiet roads suitable for both the 
enthusiast and the nervous beginner. 
Pausing for breath, we added that the place 
should be easy to get to and practical for a 
weekend break. 

We went over the list of cool places we had 
cycled: France, Italy, England, Morocco, 
Costa Rica, Cuba, and Scotland. All these 
had elements of what we were looking for, 
but non was perfect. On our third 
espresso, it struck us that we 
were missing the obvious.  
The answer was right here in 
our own  backyard. The 
Californian Wine Country met 
all our requirements plus having 
hot springs, mud spas, massive 
redwood groves, quaint old-style 
country towns and some of the 
best wineries in the world. On the 
western boundary of the Wine 
Country, you also find the little 
populated Sonoma Coast with its 
sandy bays and rugged cliffs. 

So it was that we selected the Wine 
Country to launch LifeCycle Adventures. 
We are launching with three tours: 

 For the cycling enthusiast, we have The 
Sonoma Lung Buster covering over 60 
miles/day over awesome terrain. 

 We designed the Coast to Cabernet 
Cruise for beginner to intermediate 
cyclists. We avoid steep grades and the 
daily mileage is between 30 & 40 miles. 

 Finally, the “Sauterne Saunter” is a self 
guided tour with only a couple of hours 
cycling per day. It is ideal for beginners 
and those looking to take it easy. 

On all the tours, the riders will experience 
the sounds, smells and textures of the 
countryside in a way that is simply not 
possible from inside a car. 

The typical participant will be a visitor to 
San Francisco. The 3 day/2 night duration 
make the trips perfect for a couple on 
vacation from Europe looking for 
something a little different at the start or 
end of their US vacation. Conference 
delegates in search of something to 
do over a weekend 
will also be 

targeted. We will also 
be working with local sports clubs 

to facilitate group conducts of the tours. 

Whoever the clients, we aim to have all 
participants return with great photographs, 
stories to tell, a sense of genuine 
achievement and a belief they have 
discovered a California hidden from the 
average tourist. 

Those of you who have visited the Wine 
Country before may be concerned that we 

are taking people into a world of busy roads, 
overpriced restaurants and overcrowded 
tasting rooms. Yet we plan to do quite the 
opposite. Fortunately the crowds stay at the 
southern end of the Napa Valley, along 
Route 29. This leaves miles of peaceful 
back roads snaking though lush countryside 
and past farms that look like they haven’t 
changed since the 18th century.  

With a little local knowledge, we will help 
clients see a wine country unspoiled by 
tourism and little affected by the pace of 
modern life. For example, on the first day 
we will enjoy a long descent down to  a 
beach where, the chances are, we will be 
the only people there. At the end of the 
second day, we visit a small, family-run 
winery that opens its tasting room just for 
us. If a client chooses to buy something 
they have tasted, we will, of course, carry 
their purchases for them. 

We also provide bicycles. Clients can 
choose a high quality, 

aluminum racing 
bike or, for 
those looking 

for something 
a little less 

aggressive, we 
supply relaxing 

hybrids (a blend 
of road bike and 

mountain bike) 
with the option of 

a super comfortable 
gel saddle. 

Don’t have cycle kit? 
No problem, we have 

reasonably priced kit 
bags containing socks, 

padded shorts and shirts. 
- ~ - 

The best recreational 
cycling should combine 

stunning scenery with 
accessibility and well maintained, quiet 
roads. We have made many trips into Wine 
Country – with and without bicycles – and 
we can confirm that, with a little local 
knowledge, the Californian Wine Country 
offers some of the best recreational cycling 
on the planet. Our challenge is now to 
persuade people to join us and discover this 
hidden gem for themselves. 

Top Things to Do in the Californian Wine Country 

 Wine tasting at one of hundreds of world class win  

 Bathe in a hot springs or have a mud bath and a ma    

exclusive spa  Cycle along unfenced, traffic free roads past grazing c   

unspoiled woodlands  Visit one of 40 National and State parks and reserves 

 Walk along precipitous cliff tops above perfect sandy bay  

 cle though iconic, primary redwood groves 

 m in crystal clear lakes   our watch by the “faithful” geezers 

 
 deeply as you pedal passed virgin meadows carpeted w  

 flowers  
ge in a quaint antique shop and browse in an alternative 

e 
 

 our spiritual side at a new age retreat or meditate yourse  

   ife in a labyrinth 
 

  a day’s cycling, with a glass of wine overlooking 

 ntained rows of vines interlaced with rosebushes 
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Where’s Doug? Answer on the 
next page 

RealLife  
Nunn so cute 
Congratulations to Charlie and Jane Nunn on the arrival of Alice and 
Isabel. The identical twins were 
born at 2:30 am on Thursday 
June 3rd. Everyone is doing well 
– Alice was born at 5lb 15oz 
and Isabel was 5lb 6oz. Or is it 
the other way around? We are 
sure they are both looking 
forward to a happy life 
confusing their parents’ friends 
about their relative identities. 

Everybody’s doing it 
We would also like to give 
our best wishes to Fataneh 
Hamisi, Steve Hooper, 
Pamela Crompton and TJ 
Linzy all of whom are 
expecting babies in June. 

We take great delight in 
the fact that Steve & 
Fataneh became pregnant 
after completing one of 
LifeCycle Adventure’s 
pre-pilot tours across Italy. 
Contrary to popular belief, 
riding over rough 
cobblestones was 
obviously good for Steve’s 
fertility. 
Steve & Fataneh leaving a 
Tuscan hill town during their 
fertility inducing tour of Italy 

For all those with children we would 
like to draw your attention to the 
Chariot Corsaire children carrier. The 
literature claims that the Corsaire is 
“ideal for outdoor enthusiasts who 
place an emphasis on cycling.  The 
Corsaire can be quickly transformed 
between a bike trailer and stroller.” 
We called the manufactures and they 
assured us that it was ideal for twins.  

Atlas bikers to Atlas hikers 
We would not recommend Charlie and Jane use the Corsaire Child 
Carrier for the trip to Morocco that Doug Clarke & Tony recently 
completed. While the friendly locals would have fawned over their 
blond twins, the terrain might have challenged even this sturdy 
chariot. Indeed, on some days Doug & Tony spent more time 
carrying their bikes than riding them. But the reward for the struggle 
was some of the best mountain biking in the world – with dirt roads 
through red-rock canyons and over snow-dusted passes. Add 
crumbling Kasbahs and friendly locals to the mix and you have a 
truly classic cycling destination. 

  

 
A classic ride along an ancient Saharan caravan route. This picture was 

winner of Adventures Cycling’s photo of the week competition. Check it out at: 
http://www.adventurecycling.org/weeklyphoto/index.cfm) 

Spot the Doug 
The Morocco trip also gave us our first 
Children’s “Spot the Cyclist” 
competition. This picture was taken 
during a gorge wall ascent as we 
climbed up from the village of Oulgazi. 
A local “guide” said we should be able 
to cycle this route in a couple of hours. 
The trip took us two long days. After 
Oulgazi, we only cycled for 50 yards. 
The rest of the time, we were dragging 
or carrying our bikes with our panniers 
strung across our backs. 

 

reporting on the lives 
of our members 

Chariot's children 
carrying bike trailer 

 

 

Alice India and Isabel Romily  
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Mia as she realized she has forgotten her bike 

 

Did you spot the Doug?  
Here he is!  

 

Moore the merrier 
James is clearly following in 
his father’s footsteps. At the 
tender age of 22 months he is 
already honing his camping 
skills. Unlike Dan, however, 
he was not impressed by the 
massive Sequoia redwoods 
towering above us. James 
preferred to spend his time 
playing with his bright yellow 

front end loader (pronounced 
“font ent yoto”). 

Mia culpa 
Finally, congratulations 
to Mia for climbing 
Mount Kilimanjaro. Mia 
took advantage of a 
break between jobs to 
bag the highest peak in 
Africa and achieve a 
life’s ambition. 
Impressive, but where’s 
the bike? 

Contact us at: 
LifeCycle Adventures 
248 24th Ave, San Francisco, California 94121 
tony@blakey.com and mooredanj@yahoo.com  

Thank you 
Once again, a big thanks to all Pioneer Club members for your 
advice and feedback over the past few weeks. 

Help us spread the word. Please feel free to pass this newsletter on 
to others . We would also be grateful for suggestions for new 
Pioneer Club members as well as ideas you have for improving our 
products, our marketing or our practices.  

Out with the old in with the blue 
Special thanks to Tony’s sister Sally and her son 
Luke for the new logo. The old logo was 
universally disliked [except by Tony] so a big 
thank you for saving us from that piece of 
crass branding. A free tour is yours for the 
asking. 
Conditions may apply. The reward is not transferable or exchangeable 
for other prizes or cash equivalents. LifeCycle Adventures reserves 
the right to change the date, route, duration or any other aspect of the tour at any time 
and without notice. Prizes must be claimed before June 10th, 2004. All participants must be over the age of 87 and 
accompanied by their parents. Just kidding. 

Advertisement 

An offer and a request 
In 20 years time, when your children ask you, “Where were you 
during LifeCycle Adventures’ inaugural tour?” what will you say? 
We are hoping you will be able to answer, “I was there.” 

We are looking for five to eight people to join us on our pilot tours. 
To make it easy, we are running both a Sonoma Lung Buster and a 
Coast to Cabernet Cruise. The tours will run in the final weekends 
of July – as best suits the most people.  

On the tours you will be the guest of LifeCycle Adventures enjoying 
some great cycling, outstanding food and genial company as you 
tour a wine country undiscovered by the crowds. All we ask is that 
you cooperate with us in taking photographs that we plan to use in 
our marketing collateral. As ever, we will also be relying on your 
honest and open feedback. 

We will email you shortly with details of the tours and a formal 
invitation. In the meantime, if you have any questions or comments, 
please contact us at either: tony@blakey.com / +1 415 533 2693 or 
mooredanj@yahoo.com / +1 415 637 8459 

 

 

 
 

James on his first camping trip in the 
Big Basin State Park 
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